Stetson In the News

Feb. 24-March 2

Top Stories:

- Dean and Professor of Law Christopher Pietruszkiewicz is quoted and Professor Brooke Bowman is mentioned in the Feb. 27 Florida Record article, "Stetson University College of Law's moot court named one of the best of the decade."
- Stetson University was included in this year's list of top online accounting programs in the article, "MastersinAccounting.info Releases Ranking of Top Online Master's in Accounting Programs," based on "factors measuring academic quality, student experience, and graduate success," posted by Press Release Rocket and several other outlets Feb. 28.
- Mari Hanley, Stetson University student and competitor in the Jeopardy! College Championships, was featured in the article, "She Got a Lot Out of 'Jeopardy!'" According to the article, Hanley left Jeopardy with $10,000 and almost became a finalist, posted by South Florida Sun Sentinel Feb. 24.
- Valrie Chambers, Ph.D., associate professor of accounting at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "7 Tax Mistakes That Could Land You in an Audit." Chambers stated, "Generally, what causes someone to be audited is to fall outside the expectations of their tax bracket," posted by Yahoo Finance Feb. 23.
- Valrie Chambers, Ph.D., associate professor of accounting at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "When Does Your Teen Have to Start Filing Taxes?" stating, "Normally, babysitting money will not qualify. ... Occasional money earned outside the home is probably not subject to tax," posted by Yahoo Finance Feb. 24.
- Patrick Coggins, Ph.D., professor of education at Stetson University, was mentioned in the article, "Dean at UC Riverside Receives 2017 Insight Into Diversity Magazine Giving Back Award." Coggins is one of 39 recipients of the 2017 Giving Back Award, given to "university administrators who go above and beyond their everyday leadership duties," posted by Scienmag Feb. 27.
- Maureen Breakiron-Evans, who serves on the Board of Trustees at Stetson University, was mentioned in the article, "Meet the Clearwater CFO Blazing a Trail for Women in Corporate Boardrooms." Breakiron-Evans has been elected to the board of directors of the San Diego-based firm, Cubic Corp., posted by Tampa Bay Business Journal Feb. 23.
- K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "How Options Can Help Minimize Short Risk." Ma stated, "Even though you have the ability to meet the margin calls, the shareholder who loaned you the stock may like to take the profit on a rising stock by asking you to return the stock," posted by TheStreet Feb. 27.
- The March Florida Bar Journal article, "The Pro Bonos: And How You Can Become One," highlights the pro bono work of Stetson Law students and alumni.
- Michael E. Bitter, Director of the Master of Accountancy Program in the School of Business Administration at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "New Jersey, Blue States Have Most Property Taxes." Bitter stated, "If one plans to own property, then clearly property tax rates should be considered, as in many locations, they can be significant," posted by DSNews March 1.
- Christopher Ferguson, Ph.D., was quoted in the blog article, "Risky Behavior Comes From the Movies." In response to researchers examining the effect of violent movies on children, Ferguson stated, "There's no affirmation that this is a public-health concern, nor do the authors of this den fix up any evidence of a public-health concern," posted by Donald M. Riggs Blog March 1.

Other News:

- Charles Allen Cusack, Ph.D., former director of the Stetson University Gospel Choir, passed away on Feb. 8. He was remembered in the article, "Remembering Dr. Charles Allen Cusack: Businessman, educator, musician," for his love of music and dedication to his community, posted by Daytona Times – Online Feb. 23.
- Stetson University was listed in the article "Got Plans?" which advertises the upcoming concert for Stetson University's Concert Choir, a highly selective ensemble consisting of 52 vocalists and directed by Timothy Peter, on March 7 at First Presbyterian Church, posted by The Ledger Online March 1.
- Valrie Chambers, associate professor of accounting at Stetson University, contributed to the article, "Current Developments in Taxation of Individuals," which focuses on several recent developments concerning issues of individual taxation, posted by The Taxadvisor March 1.
- Professor of Law Charles Rose spoke with 970 WFLA Radio about proving a Stand Your Ground defense.
- Professor Peter Lake is quoted in the Feb. 26 Chronicle of Higher Education article, "Title IX Due Process: More students are filing complaints and winning."
- Professor of Law Rebecca Morgan is quoted in the Feb. 23 Trail Gazette article, "Planning for Incapacity and Writing a Will program at the Senior Center."
- News of several events and faculty presentations at the law school are mentioned in the Tampa Bay Times Feb. 27 College Notebook.
Stetson Law student advocate Nathan Bruemmer did several interviews on the impact of removing Title IX protections for transgender individuals. He spoke with Feb. 23 10 News, ABC Action News and Newschannel 8 about the issue.

The Feb. 23 WLRN Miami referenced Stetson University in the news story, " Authorities Warn: 'Grandparents Scam' is Back".


Alumni News:

- Kimberly Struhs, Stetson University graduate, was featured in the article, "Kimberly Struhs Joins On Target Web Solutions as Content Specialist." According to the article, Struhs has joined Target Web Solutions, a digital marketing agency based in Orlando, posted by Mil-Tech Feb. 24.
- Betty Jackson, graduate of Stetson University and primary school teacher for 41 years, was quoted in the article, "Longtime Teacher Says Discipline, Love are Key." Jackson stated, "Today, children aren't as disciplined. I was a strict teacher, but every child had a chance to be a leader in my class," posted by Citrus County Chronicle Feb. 23.
- Myra Nicholson, graduate of Stetson University College of Law, was covered in the article, "International Assets Advisory, LLC Names Myra Nicholson as General Counsel." Nicholson has been named General Counsel of International Assets Advisory, where she will provide expert advice, set governance policies and evaluate impacts of firm decisions, posted by Daily Herald – Cook County Online March 1.
- Grant Jefferies, photographer and graduate of Stetson University, was featured in the article, "Museum Showcases Nature Photography of Grant Jefferies." Jefferies' nature photography has received regional and local recognition, posted by The M&M Printing Co. Online March 1.
- According to the Feb. 27 Tampa Bay Newswire, Law alumna Allison M. Stevenson has joined the Hill Ward Henderson Litigation Group.
- Law alumnus Charles Gallagher wrote the Tampa Real Estate Insider Blog, "What Should I Disclose When Selling My Home?"
- Law alumnus and overseer Richard Harrison wrote the article, "Buckhorn should follow charter and require finance chief to live in Tampa," for the Feb. 24 Tampa Bay Times.
- According to the Feb. 25 Tallahassee Democrat, Law alumnus Raymond E. Rhodes has died.

Feb. 17-23

Top Stories:

- K.C. Ma, Ph.D., finance professor, was quoted in the article, "Smart and Stable Stocks to Invest in During the Trump Administration." Ma stated, "E-commerce is an inescapable future. Consumers want to use the least amount of time to purchase the same goods at the lowest cost," posted by My Inform and GoBankingRates Feb. 16.
- Stetson University was mentioned in the article, "Authentic Florida: Daytona Beach So Much More Than Racing" for being an essential part of the "charming college town," DeLand, posted by Florida Today Online on Feb. 17, USA Today Online on Feb. 18, and several other outlets.
- Michael Goldman, Roland George Investments Program student at Stetson University, discussed ESPN's subscriber loss over the last three years in the article, "Don't Sell Disney Because of ESPN." According to Goldman, "the loss in revenue is near $3 billion," posted by SeekingAlpha Feb. 7 and Huffington Post Feb. 14.
- Law Professor Peter Lake wrote the article, "The Hazards and Opportunities Presented by Title IX," for the Feb. 19 Chronicle of Higher Education.
- Law Professor Ciara Torres-Spelliscy was mentioned in the Feb. 17 Bloomberg BNA article, "Trump Inaugural Got Millions From Big Companies."
- Laionel Cirtron, recent Stetson University graduate, was mentioned in the article, "College Student Out to Disrupt the Textbook Industry." Cirtron worked alongside University of Rhode Island student Anthony Markey to draft the proposal for a website where students can sell their textbooks to other students, posted by Consumer Affairs Feb. 16.
- Melinda Hall, Ph.D., professor of psychology at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "The Unexpected Upsides of Dying," posted by The Atlantic Online Feb. 18.

Other News:
• Hari Pulapaka, Ph.D., Stetson University professor and professional chef, will be hosting a meal at Cress, his restaurant in downtown DeLand, "featuring the cuisines of the 7 countries who are part of the administration's immigration ban," according to the Tasty Chomps' Orlando article, "Cress Restaurant – 7 Courses, 7 Countries," posted Feb. 16.

• Stetson University's Veterans Law Institute partners with Bay Pines VA Healthcare System, Bay Area Legal Services and Gulfcoast Legal Services to assist veterans. The event was reported in the Feb. 16 Targeted News Service newswire.

• Law student Nathan Bruemmer did an interview with ABC and NBC about changes to Title IX protections for transgendered students that aired Feb. 22.

• Rajni Shankar-Brown, Ph.D., was mentioned in the article, "B-CU School Of Education Supports Dolly Parton Imagination Library Volusia." Shankar-Brown's poetry was read during a book reading at the second annual Dolly Parton Imagination Library Breakfast, posted by PublicNow Feb. 22.

• Carmen Llop Kassinger, Stetson University graduate, was featured in the article, "Chicago Philharmonic Presents Sound of Change, 2/19." According to the article, "Kassinger has performed in the violin section of the Chicago Philharmonic for twenty seasons," posted by Broadway World, Feb. 17.

• Cindy Gardner, former student at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "Analysis: Mississippi Museum Directors See Role as Educators." Gardner, responding to the new Mississippi history museum, stated, "I will handle all the day-to-day operations of the building in general," posted by Sun Herald Online Feb. 17.

Alumni News:

• W.D. Crowder, graduate of Stetson University, was mentioned in the article, "New Financial Terms Dictionary Offers Article Style Description." Crowder is part of the team responsible for creating a new financial dictionary, posted by WZVN-TV Online and several other outlets Feb. 23.

• Law alumnus Michael McNicholas was recognized in the Feb. 17 TC Palm article, "Michael McNicholas sworn in as circuit judge." And McNicholas, who graduated from Stetson University in 1990, was featured by Stuart News Feb. 18.

• Donald Ingham was featured in the Feb. 19 announcement, "Keyser Engagement." Ingham, a graduate of Stetson University, will be getting married to Rachel Keyser on July 22, 2017, posted by Daily News.

• Lindsay Turner, cum laude graduate of Stetson University, was featured in the article, "Loftus Law Welcomes Lindsay Turner," for joining Loftus Law as an associate, posted by WDAM-TV Online and several other outlets, Feb. 22.

• Law alumna Judge Miriam Valkenburg, the first Puerto Rican judge in the 13th Judicial Circuit, was profiled this weekend on Bay News 9.

• Law alumna Jennifer Collins Mostert was recognized in Feb. 17 SpaceCoastDaily article, "Attorney Jennifer Collins Mostert Uses Extensive Experience, Knowledge To Represent Her Clients."

Feb. 10-16

Top Stories:

• The winter 2017 issue of the National Jurist magazine again lists Stetson University College of Law's moot court among the best 20 programs in the nation during this decade. Stetson University is also mentioned in the article, "Best schools for bar exam preparation." The Feb. 24-7 Press Release newswire reported in multiple media outlets that Stetson Law's Moot Court Board and Bar Prep is among the best programs in the nation.

• Stetson University was listed as one of Florida's best online schools for 2017, according to the Feb. 16 One Page News article, "Best Online Florida Schools Ranked by AccreditedSchoolsOnline.org."

• Asal Mohamadi Johnson, public health researcher at Stetson University, was featured in the article, "Few Poor or Minority Patients in New York City's Academic Hospitals," commenting on a study conducted to determine the correlation between race, ethnicity and payer status and the likelihood of being treated at an academic medical center, posted by Reuters Online and other outlets Feb. 9.

• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "Lousy Twitter Earnings Report Highlights Long-Term Concerns for the Stock." Ma stated, "It is worrisome that Twitter didn't give revenue guidance this time," posted by MSN Money Us and several other outlets Feb. 9.

• Christopher Ferguson, Ph.D., professor of psychology, was featured in an interview with MedicalResearch.com. The interview focused on Ferguson's study regarding the degree to which screen time influences youth today. According to Ferguson, "Youth today look better behaviorally than they had in previous generations... despite an increasing plethora of screen use," posted Feb. 9.

• Jason Evans, Ph.D., ecologist and Stetson University professor, was featured in the article, "Coastal Cities Could Flood Three Times a Week by 2045." Evans commented on the increase of flood hazards and the likelihood of major flooding in only 30 years, posted by Climate Central and several other outlets Feb. 10.

• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance, was featured in the article, "Buy Disney Shares in Spite of ESPN," stating that, in the past, there has not been a correlation between the Disney company's stock returns and the growth of ESPN, posted by Times-Herald Online Feb. 13.
• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance, was quoted in the article, "Is Apple Inc. (AAPL) Stock Really Worth $150?" Ma stated, "The only upside remaining to $150 or $170 has to come from the tax benefit of Apple's large foreign capital repatriation, which is not counted into the most target prices," posted by Yahoo Finance Feb. 14.

• Valrie Chambers, associate professor of taxation and accounting, was featured in the article, "Tax Fraud Crackdown to Delay Early Filers' Refunds." Chambers commented on the nonexistent "student tax" that fraudsters are using to target college students, posted by Yahoo Finance Feb. 15.

Other News:

• Law Professor Charles Rose is quoted in the spring 2017 preLaw article, "Top schools for trial advocacy, alternative dispute resolution, and international law."

• Law Professor Louis Virelli appeared on the Feb. 14 Bay News 9 discussing the Florida Supreme Court stance on a school voucher case. Professor Virelli was quoted in the Feb. 9 LawNewz article, "No, Judge Gorsuch Shouldn't Attack Trump, Here's What He Should Do Instead."

• Professor Virelli is quoted in the Feb. 15 10 News story "Could Trump's Overtures with Putin Mean Impeachment?"

• Mark Powell, former professor at Stetson University, was featured in the article, "The Mark Powell Story," which focused on him as a writer and a new professor at Appalachian State University. Regarding his writing, Powell stated, "Writing is a response, a way to make sense of your life," posted by The Appalachian Feb. 7.

• Dianne Jacoby, Road Scholar with Stetson University, appeared in Florida Today’s "Best Happenings: Feb. 15-22." Jacoby will be accompanied by costumed interpreters in the historical presentation, "Florida: the First 450 Years" on Feb. 19 at the Franklin DeGroodt Library in Palm Bay, posted Feb. 12.

• Dylan Fitz discussed his experience teaching Magical Fiction at Stetson University's HATS Program in his Jan. 30 blog article, "The Lessons of Magical Fiction" on The Real Mr. Fitz.

• The Celebration Foundation New Urbanism Committee will be presenting a conversation with Rob Robinson, creator of the Celebration Pattern Book, on Feb. 22 at Stetson University, posted by Orlando Sentinel Feb. 12.

• Stetson University Opera Theatre and Orchestra will perform Albert Herring on Feb. 24 and Feb. 26 at DeLand High School Theater Center, according to the Feb. 15 article, "Stetson University Presents Comic Opera Albert Herring," posted by Capital Soup.

Alumni News:

• Vicki Fey, organist and former Stetson University student, was featured in the article, "Organ Trio: Organ and Trumpet." Fey will play the organ in an organ trio, posted by US Official News. Feb. 10.

• Cindy Gardner, project manager of the Mississippi Department of Archives and History and former Stetson University student, was featured in the article, "Mississippi History, Civil Rights Museum Directors Named." Gardner will serve as site administrator for two new museums opening later in the year, posted by Mississippi Today Feb. 13.

• Jon Hopman, Hilton Head Prep's headmaster and Stetson University graduate, was covered in the article, "New Extension Will Keep Hilton Head Prep's Headmaster into 2021." Hopman's contract has been extended for a second three-term year, posted by The Island Packet Feb. 15.

• Law alumnus Wil Florin, Thomas Roebig and Denis deVlaming were quoted and appeared in the 48 Hours program on Feb. 11 regarding their client in a wrongful death lawsuit.

• Law alumnus Terri Parker was recognized on Feb. 10 by the American Law Society.

• The Kelly Kronenberg law firm announced on Feb. 9 that Law alumnus Stanley M. "Mike" Kurek III has joined the firm's Tampa office.

• Law alumnus Mychal Katz is featured in the Feb. 15 Daily Legal News article, "More Changes announced at Roetzel & Andress."

Feb. 3-9

Top Stories:
• Clay Henderson, J.D., executive director of Stetson University's Institute for Water and Environmental Resilience, was quoted in the article, "Mosquito Lagoon a little more clear, improvement plan in works." According to Henderson, more field research needs to be done before what is actually happening in the lagoon can be determined, posted by The Daytona Beach News-Journal on Feb. 1.
• Gerard Marino, former Stetson University student and Interactive Academy Award winner, will be returning to Stetson University to debut new music. Marino's performance will be for the Stetson University School of Music’s Sounds New concert series, which showcases new music and artists. The event is Friday, Feb. 10, at 7:30 p.m., in Lee Chapel (located in Elizabeth Hall), posted by Capital Soup on Feb. 3 and Publicnow on Feb. 6.
• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance, was quoted in the article, "Amazon.com Earnings: Record Revenue Can't Lift AMZN Stock, Shares Plunge." Ma commented that the recent return on Amazon shareholders' investments has been long awaited and highly necessary to ensure further growth in market share, posted by Yahoo Finance and other outlets Feb. 3.
• Stephen Robinson, professor of music at Stetson University, will give a classical guitar performance at St. Michael's Episcopal Church in Ozark on Friday, Feb. 10, at 7:00 p.m., posted by Dothan (Ala.) Eagle Online on Feb. 3.
• Nicholas Pearson, former Stetson University student, had a meet-and-greet/book signing on Tuesday, Feb. 7. Pearson discussed his latest projects and the spirituality of mineral studies, posted by Publicnow on Feb. 6.
• "Ain't I A Woman!" came to Stetson University on Tuesday, Feb. 7, and focused on the struggle of African American women throughout history. It was part of the Stetson University’s Black History Month celebration, posted by Publicnow on Feb. 6.
• Tonya Curran, director of Stetson University's Homer and Dolly Hand Art Center, was featured in the article "A Woman's Work: Balancing Printmaking And Homemaking On Feb. 9." Throughout the piece, she provides her opinion on "Prints by Women," posted by Publicnow on Feb. 6.
• Christopher Ferguson, Ph.D., psychology professor at Stetson University, was featured in the article, "More screen time for kids isn't all that bad." According to Dr. Ferguson, increased television viewing is not inherently bad for children. Furthermore, he argues that strict attention to limited screen time by policy makers is uncalled for, posted by Health Medici Net and other outlets Feb. 7.
• Christopher Ferguson, Ph.D., Stetson University psychology professor, was featured in the article, "Study finds negligible link between excessive screen time and depression, delinquency among teenagers." Ferguson argues that increased hours of media viewing does not have any noteworthy adverse effects on children, posted by Health Medici Net Feb. 8.
• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance, was quoted in the article, "Analysts And Skeptics: Why Tesla Model 3 Deliveries Won't Be On Schedule." Ma remarked that the alleged delay of the Tesla Model 3 release was designed to build marketing suspense, posted by Inside Eys Feb. 8.
• Christopher Ferguson, Ph.D., psychology professor at Stetson University, was quoted in the article, "Up to six hours of screen time doesn't harm kids after all." According to Dr. Ferguson, "Data from the current study suggests that children are resilient to screen consumption for up to six hours daily," posted by The Newsletter and other outlets Feb. 9.

Other News:

• The Feb. 2 Tampa Bay Times profiles the work of Stetson University's Clemency Project class.
• ABC Action News Feb. 1 features an interview with Law Adjunct Professor and Overseer Arturo Rios, who discussed the impact of the immigration ban.
• Law Professor Ciara Torres-Spelliscy is quoted in the Feb. 7 SCOTUSblog regarding her article for the Brennan Center on Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch's campaign finance jurisprudence.
• Law Professor Peter Lake is quoted in the Feb. 8 Chronicle of Higher Education article, "Betsy DeVos Survived a Historic Confirmation Fight. What's Next for Higher Ed?" Professor Lake is also quoted in the Feb. 8 Chronicle article, "How a 20-Page Letter Changed the Way Higher Education Handles Sexual Assault."
• The Florida Bar reports that Pamela Wiener Dubrul, who oversees Stetson University College of Law students in the clinic program, received the 2016 Jane Shaeffer Outstanding Homeless Advocate Award from The Florida Bar's Public Interest Law Section at the Bar's Winter Meeting in Orlando.
• The Feb. 2 24-7 Press Release newswire reports that Stetson has won the Chester Bedell competition in news that appeared in multiple media outlets.
• Stetson University is mentioned in a Feb. 7 Tampa Bay Newswire article about a USF student who plans to attend the law school.
• Stetson University is mentioned in a Feb. 8 St. Petersburg College Blog article about Bay Pines VA Healthcare System, collaborating with Bay Area Legal Services, Gulfcoast Legal Services, and Stetson University College of Law’s Veterans Law Institute to form their new program, Medical-Legal Partnership, to offer legal representation/consultation for Veterans at no cost.

Alumni News:
• Mike Haridopolos, Stetson University alum, was covered in the piece, "Mike Haridopolos Q&A: Citizens Want To See Real Changes In DC That Positively Impact Their Lives." The story covered Haridopolos' political career since graduating from Stetson University in 1992, posted by Space Coast Daily.com Feb. 9.

• According to the Feb. 6 Florida Politics and State Capital News Feed, Former Pinellas County Assistant State Attorney Berny Jacques is seriously considering a run for the state House District 66 seat.

Jan. 27-Feb. 2

Top Stories:

• Noel Painter, Ph.D., was featured in several media outlets after being appointed Stetson University's new executive vice president and provost. Painter has been a notable faculty member since 1999, and served as associate dean for the School of Music from 2007-2016, posted by Daytona Beach News-Journal Online on Jan. 23, the Orlando Sentinel on Jan. 27 and My Palm Beach Post on Jan. 29.

• David A. de'Silva, Ph.D. will give his lecture "Grace: the Free Gift that Costs Us Everything" at Stetson University on Feb. 2. The author of 25 novels, de'Silva is the Trustees' Distinguished Professor of New Testament and Greek at Ashland Theological Seminary in Ashland, Ohio. The lecture, free and open to the public, will be held in the Carlton Union Building at 7 p.m., posted by Capital Soup Jan. 26.

• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance, was quoted in the article, "Here's Why the Tesla Model 3 May Not Debut in 2017." Ma commented that the Tesla Model 3 would be released in late 2017 for marketing suspense, posted by Yahoo and other sources Jan. 26.

• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., professor of finance, was quoted in the article, "Can Facebook Start 2017 With an Earnings Bang?" As analysts anticipate a decrease in Facebook revenue overall, Ma said new user-engaging tactics will increase ad revenue, posted by U.S. News & World Report and other media Jan. 30.

• K.C. Ma, Ph.D., finance professor, was quoted in the article, "7 Stocks That Could Save Your Portfolio." As tobacco prices continue to soar annually, Ma explained that pricing adjustments for addictive products are made at the discretion of the company, making them resistant to changes in the economy as a whole, posted by Yahoo Finance and other outlets Feb. 1.

• Jil Gossard-Cook, four-time Emmy winning producer, was covered in the story, "Jil Gossard-Cook Is the Only Full-Time Female Producer in the NBA. Here's What She Wants You to Know." Stetson University alum, and former member of Stetson's golf team, Cook acknowledged that during her time at Stetson University, she landed an internship with the Orlando Magic that changed her life, posted by Glamour Magazine on Feb. 1.

Other News:

• Law adjunct professor and overseer Art Rios spoke with the Bay News 9 for a Jan. 30 broadcast on President Trump's Immigration ban. Rios also did an interview with ABC Action News on the immigration ban's impact on Florida residents for a Feb. 1 broadcast.

• Law Professors Theresa Pulley Radwan and Louis Virelli spoke with the Tampa Bay Times for the Jan. 29 article, "St. Pete entrepreneur Bill Edwards dogged by lawsuit seeking to freeze assets." Professor Virelli also did a live interview with the RadioActivity program on WMNF and with 970WFLA Radio on Feb. 1 about President Trump's nominee for Supreme Court Justice.

• Law Professor Louis Virelli also did a Skype Interview with Bay News 9 regarding the nomination of Judge Gorsuch to the Supreme Court. It aired Jan. 31 at 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 p.m. and on the Overnight News.

• The Jan. 31 press release service reports that 10 Stetson Law students won clemency for their clients. Story was picked up by several local news outlets.

• Law professor and overseer Art Rios spoke with the Bay News 9 for a Jan. 30 broadcast on President Trump's Immigration ban. Rios also did an interview with ABC Action News on the immigration ban's impact on Florida residents for a Feb. 1 broadcast.

• Law Professors Theresa Pulley Radwan and Louis Virelli spoke with the Tampa Bay Times for the Jan. 29 article, "St. Pete entrepreneur Bill Edwards dogged by lawsuit seeking to freeze assets." Professor Virelli also did a live interview with the RadioActivity program on WMNF and with 970WFLA Radio on Feb. 1 about President Trump's nominee for Supreme Court Justice.

• Law Professor Louis Virelli also did a Skype Interview with Bay News 9 regarding the nomination of Judge Gorsuch to the Supreme Court. It aired Jan. 31 at 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 p.m. and on the Overnight News.

• News of Stetson University students winning the Chester Bedell competition ran in several media outlets via the 24-7 press release service.

Alumni News:

• Author Jacquell Clark was featured in the piece, "Book of the Week: The Lethal Equation (Jacquel Clark)." A double Hatter, Clark had a successful career as an accountant for over twenty-five years before retiring to pursue a career as an independent writer, posted by No Shelf Required Jan. 26.
Nicholas Pearson was featured in the piece, "'The Seven Archetypal Stones' author Nicholas Pearson." As an undergraduate student at Stetson University, Pearson discovered his passion for mineral studies while pursuing a degree in music. For the past two decades, he has dedicated his life to studying stones, and has published several notable works, posted by Blog Talk Radio Jan. 26.

Frank Bell was recently covered in the piece, "Profile of Frank Bell Founder & Chair of Intellinet." After earning his bachelor's degree in marketing from Stetson University, his deep interest in the technological era prompted Bell to found Intellinet, a software development firm, which has been praised for its innovation since 1993, posted by Plus Company Updates Jan. 26.

Louis DeJoy, president of LDJ Global Strategies, LLC, was acknowledged in the article, "Elon to honor Louis DeJoy for entrepreneurial leadership." A former Hatter, DeJoy will be honored by Elon University with the University Medal for Entrepreneurship on March 1, posted by Elon University on Feb. 1.

TampaGov reported on Jan. 31 that Mayor Bob Buckhorn appointed Law alumnus Sal Territo as the next City Attorney. The news was reported in several media outlets.

According to the Jan. 27 Commercial Property Executive article, Law alumnus William Gulliford was promoted to senior managing director for CBRE North Florida.

The Florida Bar reports on Jan 26, "Public Interest Law Section has selected attorney, Law alumna, Pamela Wiener Dubrule, a resident of Pinellas County, to receive the 2016 Jane Shaeffer Outstanding Homeless Advocate Award."

A Tampa Bay Times Jan. 30 article reports "Pinellas County Attorney and Law alumnus, Jim Bennett, is set to retire after 33 years."

Law alumna Kristin Grove has joined JLL as VP of National Retail Leasing according to Chain Storage.

Law alumnus Michael Dolce wrote an opinion article for the Jan. 31 Hill, "Say no to restorative justice for sex offenders."